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Abstract 
Zimmermann, W., Auslander-Reiten sequences over derivation polynomial rings, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Alga: ta 74 (1991) 317-332. 
Let F be a field with derivation 5 I-+ 5’ and R = F[ Y, ‘1 the corresponding derivation polynomial 
ring. In this article we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of enough 
Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category m, of R-modules of finite length. Since in some 
respects R-modules can be treated in the same way like modules over a group algebra, only the 
existence of an Auslander-Reiten sequence in m, ending with the simple module RIYR has to 
be explored. Furthermore, we show that certain generalized power series fields F satisfy the 
characteristic conditions of the existence theorem: a typical example is the field Q(X)) of 
forma1 Laurent series over a field k of characteristic 0. 
Introduction 
Let F be a field supplied with a derivation 5 I+ r’, R = F[ Y, ‘1 the correspond- 
ing derivation polynomial rmg and mR the category of all .&modules of finite 
length. The aim of this article is to provide criteria for the existence of enough 
Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category ma. This problem, besides being of 
interest of its own, originates from the fact that mR plays an important role in the 
representation theory of the triangular matrix ring S = ( [ ‘2 ), the bimodule FNF 
being given by FN = FF x FF and by (or, p)t = (a[ + pt’, pt) for (a, p) E N and 
6 E F. More precisely, Ringel has proved that the category of all regular 
S-modules is a Froduct of two subcategories ii X m, where 5 is a uniserial 
category of global dimension 1 with exactly one simple object and m is equivalent 
to mR [7, 7.41. In our paper [9] we have shown that the category of all finitely 
generated S-modules possesses enough Auslander-Reiten sequences provided F 
is the field of formal Laurent series in one variable over a field of characteristic 0; 
the bulk of the proof was to show this for the modules In m. The most remarkable 
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feature of this result is the fact that the Auslander-Reiten sequences of the 
modules in ut are not Auslander-Reit(tn sequences in the whole module category. 
These results as well as their rather intricate and technical proofs are considerably 
clarified and generalized in the present paper. This is partly achieved by the 
observation that the category of R-modules is very similar to a module category 
over a group algebra. Thus certain results by Auslander and Carlson concerning 
Auslander-Reiten sequences over group algebras (21 can be transferred to 
R-modules. 
We give a short summary of the paper. Since our results are looking smoothest 
over fields of characteristic 0 satisfying F’ # F, we momentarily restrict ourselves 
to this case. First it is demonstrated that there exists an Aus- 
lander-Reiten sequence O-, A- B-, M-0 in nt, for each M E tltR iff there 
exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence O+ A’-, B’+ F+ 0 in nt,; here FR 
denotes the simple module RI YR. Moreover, in this case A s M and A’ s FR, and 
the sequence O+ A-, B-, M-0 is a tensor product of O+ A’+ B’+ F-0 by 
M. Consequently it has only to be explored when there exists an Auslander- 
Reiten sequence in nt, ending with FR. We show that this holds if and only if 
F/F’ is one-dimensional over the field of constants and each injective differential 
operator F+ F, 5 - r,& induced by some r E R, is surjective. iinally we specify 
a class of derivation fields which share each of these properties. The fields in 
question are the fields of power series k((T)), where k is a field and r a linearly 
ordered group contained in the additive group of k. Perhaps the best known 
example is the field of Laurent series k((X)) in one variable over a field k of 
characteristic 0 (in this case 1” = Z). 
At last we recall a definition and fix a notation. Let 91 be a full subcategory of 
the cat:gory of all modules over some ring. Then a non split exact sequence 
o+ A ---, B -% C* 0 in ‘!I is called an Auslander-Reiten sequence (AR-sequence 
for short) in \!I, if the following conditions are met: 
(i) Each morphism f’ : A + A’ in 91 which is not a split monomorphism factors 
through $ 
(ii) Each morphism g’ : C’ + C in 91 which is not a split epimorphism factors 
through g. 
The Jacobson radical of a ring S will be denoted by J(S). 
1. General facts on Auslander-Reiten sequences over F [ Y, ‘1 
We start with a review of facts on derivation polynomial rings. Let F denote a 
field with a derivation F-, F, 5 I+ 5’. The corresponding derivation polynomial 
ring R = F[ Y, ‘1 is defined as the left vector space &-& FY’, the multiplication 
being fixed by Yt = (Y + 6’. Then ( Y’),eh is a right F-basis of R as well. The 
degree of an element r = ~~+~ &Y’ E R with r,, # 0 is deg r = n; furthermore, 
degO= --x. It follows that there holds an Euclidean algorithm in R. For all 
r,p E R, p # 0, there are unique elements q,s E R such that r = pq + s and 
deg s < deg p, and unique q1 ,s 1 E R satisfying r = q1 p + s, , deg s, < deg p. 
Hence R is a principal ideal ring on either side. As a consequence, each finitely 
generated right R-module is isomorphic to R” X fly: 1 Rlr,R for suitable numbers 
m,n E &I and elements T,, . . . , rttl E R\(O). This implies that a monomorphism 
f : AR + B, is pure if and only if f(A)r = f(A) 13 Br for all r E R. R carries an 
involution L : R+ R, where 
L(T) = ?= i (-l)‘Y&i for r= i C2.Y' , I 
i =0 i=O 
respectively 
‘?I ‘?I 
L(S) = F= 2 (-l)‘p,Yj for s = 2 Yip. I * 
j=O j=O 
By means of L each R-module M can be made an R-module M on the opposite 
side. For instance, /ii s R/RF, if M = RIrR with r E R. In the following the simple 
module RIYR which we identify with F will play an outstanding role. As for the 
operation of R on F, -we shall write 8.g for 5 E F and r E R; it is completely fixed 
bY 6*Y= - 5 ‘. Similarly we write r& for the operation of R on RF = i; it is 
determined by Y * 5 = 5’. Thus each r E R yields differential operators *r : F+ F, 
&+&r, and r * : F-, F, 5 I+ rs 5, which are obviously k-linear, k = { 5 E F 1 5 ’ = 
0} denoting the field of constants of our derivation. Note that r* 5 = S,?. By use 
of the Euclidean algorithm it is easily checked that 8.g = 0 if and only if tr E YR. 
Next we compile certain operations with R-modules needed in the sequel (see 
[4]). Similar operations are also known for instance for modules over group 
algebras. We denote the category of all right and left R-modules by Mod-R and 
R-Mod, and the full subcategories of all modules of finite iength by m, and ,nt, 
respectively; note that an R-module is of finite length iff it is finite-dimensional 
over F. For M, N E Mod-R the vector space Hom,(M, N) is an R-module by 
(fy)(x) = -f(xY) + f(x)Y for f E Hom,(M, N) and x E M; we denote it by 
Hom,(M, N)R or simply by Hom,(M, N). The case N = FR is of particular 
importance; we put DM = Hom,(M, F)R, the module structure being given by 
ww = -mu - f(x)‘* B ecause the evaluation map M + D’M is an isomorph- 
ism for all M E nt,, D induces a duality D : ttt, + tit,, . 
Lemmsl 1. There i.s an isomorphism D(RIaR) z RIiR for all O# a E R. In 
particular, D( FR) s FR. 
Proof. Letting a = ~~=,, Y’ol, with CV,, = 1, the residue classes i, ‘tl’, s . . , Yt’-l form 
2n F-basis of M = RIaR. The elements A,, f, . . . . , f,,_, E DM of the correspond- 
ing dual basis satisfy the equations 6 Y = --A_, + f,, _ 1 q, 0 5 i 5 n - 1 (with 
f _ 1 = 0). Inserting yields f, _ &i = 0; thus the map q : R-j D/4, r of,, _ ,r, is an 
epimorphism whose kernel contains ZR. Since the dimensio;?s of RIZR and DM 
coincide, cp induces ar;l isomorphism Rla’R- DM. 0 
In this context we recall the definition of the transposed of a cyclic module in 
tn,. Let M = RlaR with 0# a E R, then the sequence O-, R,AR/% 
M, -+ 0 is exact, where u is left multiplication by a. Application of the functor 
Hom,(-9 p,> and identification yields the exact sequence 
O-, RRA .RzTr M-,0 with u*(r) = ra, hence Tr M = RIRa. Note that 
D(RIaR) E RTR z RIRa s Tr(RlaR) . 
The tensor product (M 8, N)R of two modules M, N E Mod-R is the vector 
space M mF N supplied with the scalar multiplication (X 0 y) Y = (XV) 8 y + 
x 8 ( y Y) for x E M, y E N. Obviously it is commutative and associative, and 
(M&F),= M,=(F@,M), canonically. In the next lemma we shall collect 
further canonical morphisms between diverse Horn- and @-functors (cf. [2]). 
Lemma 2. Let M,N,PE Mod-R. 
(I) (a) @, :(M&.N), + Hom,(DM, N)R, @,(x 8 y)(f) = y l f(x), is a linear 
map. 
(b) IJ’ M E ttt,, then @, and @; : (DMB, N),+Hom,(M, NjR, 
@ ;( f @ y)(r-) = y - f(x), are isomorphisms. 
(2) @? : Hom,((M BF A&, P)* Hom,(M, Hom,(N, &), @JW)( Y) = 
h(x Q9 y), is an &morphism. 
(3) If PE 1\1,, then there exists an isomorphism G3 : Hom,(M, (N BF P)R)+ 
Hom,(Hom,(P, M)R, N), which is defined as follows. Let (pi, ~i)l~i~n be a dual 
basis of P,, let f E Hom,(M, (NB, P)& h E Hom,(P, M) and f(h( pi)) = 
Et:=, yij@pj with y,E N, then @J(f)(h)= Cyzl yii. 
(4) For M E tn, there is an isomorphism G$ : Hom,(M, N & P)R + 
(HornAM N) @F P)R which is given as follows. Let (Xi, Qi),=i~t, denote Q dual 
basis of M,, ( pj)jEJ a basis of P,. let f E Hom,(M,N OF P) and f(xi) = Ci nij ~pi 
with nij E N. Then the maps tj E Hom,(M, N) defined by tj(X) = C i nij l Qi(X) are 
Tero for almost all j E J; put GJ( f ) = Cj tj @pi. 
Proof. We only note that the inverse of @, is given by Horn,,, DM, N)+ M & N, 
hwC:I=I xi@h(Qt), where (Xi, Qi)lyien is a dual basis of M, and that (3) and (4) 
are consequences of (1) and (2). IX 
Choosing M = P E in, and N = FH in (3), we obtain the isomorphism 
GJ : End,(M)-, Hom,(End,(M),, FR). GJ( f)(h) = tr( fh), where tr denotes tl;e 
usual trace of a linear map. In particular. t- l End,(M), + FR is R-linear. 
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Lemma 3 (cf. [2, Proposition 3.11). If M E m, is indecomposable, rhen QJ( f) is 
not a split epimorphism for all f E J End,(M). 
Proof. If @J f) is a split epimorphism, then there is a linear map 
p : FR+ End,(M), with Qj( f)q = 1,. The equation cp( l)Y = cp( 1, Y) = 0 shows 
that h = cp( 1) is an R-linear map satisfying tr( fh) = @$(f)(h) = 1. Hence fh 
cannot be nilpotent, i.e. f$J End,(M). Cl 
Lemma 4. Let O-+ M’+ M-, MN+0 be a pure exact sequence in Mod-R. Then 
the tensored sequence 
is also pure for all N E rtt,. 
Proof. Letting XE ntR, we have a commutative diagram 
O- Hom,(X. (M’ BF N)R)- Horn&K (M (SF I’&) -----+HomJX, (M”@F IV),) -0 
4 4 4 i 
O-, Hom,(Hom,(N, X),, Ad’)+ Hom,(Hom,(N, X),, M)-+ Hom,(Hom,(N. X),. Ml’)+ 0 
where the vertical maps G3 are isomorphisms by Lemma 2. Since Hom,(N, X), 
lies in ntR, the lower row is exact, hence the upper one as well. Cl 
Lemma 5 (cf. [2, Proposition 2.31). Given a non split exact sequence 
8 : 04 M’s MS Ad”+ 0 in Mod-R, the tensored sequence 
does not split as well for each N E m, such that (char K, dim,N) = 1. 
Proof. Let N E ntR be a module with (char F, dim,N) = 1. According to Lemma 
2 the map CQ : XR +Hom,(N, X@,N),, a(x)(y) = x8 y, is R-linear for all 
X E Mod-R, and the composition 
is nothing but multiplication by dim,N, hence cyx is ZI split monomorphism. 
assume that % ON splits, then the induced sequence 
If we 
O+Hom,(N, M’@,N),$Hom,(N, M@,.-N)R 
-$ Hom,(N, M”@ N)*O 
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splits as well, hence z?o cyM, = (Ye 0 u and u are split monomorphisms, a 
contradiction. •1 
For handling Auslander-Reiten sequences we shy1 need a second type of 
dualization. Given M f Mod-R we put M + = Horn&W, k); recall that k denotes 
the field of constants { 5 E F 1 5’ = _O> . The module struct_ure of M + is induced by 
the left module structure of M, i.e. (q Y)(X) = I = --C&Y) for ya E 
Horn&M, k) and xE M. For instance, the structure of (FR)+ is defined by 
(cpr)( 5) = (p(r.&) for (9 E Fe, rE R and 5 E F. 
Lemma 6. Let M,N E Mod-R. 
(1) The map as : (MO, N)’ *Hom,(N, M+)R, @&)(x)(y) = cp(x@y), is an 
R-isomorphism. 
(2) In case ME ttt,, the map G6 : (M C3+ N’) R * Hom,(M, N)‘, given by 
@& 8 cp)( 9) = cp( #(x)), is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (1) This is trivial. 
(2) Q6 is composed of isomorphisms of type @; (Lemma 2) and $, hence an 
isomorphism, too. q 
Now we turn to Auslander-Reiten sequences in the category m,. Our starting 
point is a general existence theorem by Auslander which we formulate only for 
our special ring R. 
Theorem 7 (Auslander [ 1, Theorem 3.91). Let M E III, be indecomposable, 
T = End,(M) and U, an injective hull of the simple inodule ( TIJ( T )) T. Then there 
exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 ---, Horn ,((Tr M) T, U,) --) N ---, M + 0 in 
Mod-R. q 
The first term Hom,((Tr M) T, U,) which, by the way, need not be finitely 
generated, admits a simpler description. Thanks to the following lemma the 
dimension of T over k is finite. Hence, as is well known, the injective hull of 
T/J(T) equals U, = Hom,(T, k) and we obtain Hom,(Tr M, U,) s 
Hom,(Tr M, k) s (DM)’ ( recall that mz Tr M). In particular, Hom,(Tr(F,), 
U,) E F' ; we shall denote by 5 : 0 * F’ 1, Q 5 F+ 0 the corresponding Aus- 
lander-Reiten sequence. 
The following lemma is known for special fields F (see for instance [6, Theorem 
2.31 and [9, Theorem 151). As we do not know whether it is known in full 
generality we include a proof. 
a 8. The vector space Horn&M. N) is finite-dimensional over k for all 
M.N E in,. 
Proof. First we note that the kernel of the differential operator r* is Rnite- 
dimensional over k for all 0 f r E R; more precisely, dim,Ker r* 5 deg r [5, p. 
211. Now denoting by (x, . . . . , x,,, ) and ( y 1. . . . , y,, ) an F-basis of M and N 
respectively, the structure of M and N is fixed by a matrix A E FnrxEz2 and 
B E F’““” such that (x,, . . . ,x,~,)Y = (x,, . . . 9 x,,~)A and fyi,. . . , y,,)Y = 
(Y y,#)B, respectively. Similarly, each Iz E Horn&M, N) is represented by 
a ~a~;i;‘H E F” ‘1)1 satisfying the equations @(s, ), . . . , h(x,,,)) = ( y , , . . . , y,,)N‘ 
and h(xiY) = h(xi) Y, 15 i I: m, the latter being equivalent to N’ = BH - HA. 
Interpreting H as an mn column over F, this equation can also be written in the 
form H’ = CM with a square matrix C E F’““’ x”“‘. By derivating successively we 
obtain the equations H(‘) = C,H, i 2 1, where C, = C and C,+ 1 = C: + C,C for 
ir 1. As CI,...rC,,ln+, are linearly dependent over F, there are 
% l l * 7 %,,+l E F, not all zero, with ~~~~ * cy,Cj = 0, hence 
mn + I 
c 
i=l 
Putting r = Cyc’ aiY’ E R, this means H C (Ker r*)“*“, thus our first remark 
implies 
dim, Horn&M, N) 5 mn l dim,Ker r* 5 ntn(nzn + 1) . 0 
Next we cite a criterion for the existence of Aus?ander-Reiten sequences in the 
subcategory nt., which subsequently is needed for the proof of two general 
theorems. 
Theorem 9 ([8, Proposition 31 and [9, Theorem 21). For an indecomposable 
module M E III,, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence O+ A ---, B + M ---) 0 in 111 R. 
(2) There exists an indecomposable module A E IQ cznd a pure monomorphism 
A-+(DM)+. 
Proof. In the cited papers this equivalence has been shown for artiniar rings, but 
in the present context these proofs work as well. Cl 
We note that an Auslander-Reiten sequence O+ A + B + M + 0 in ~1, is not 
an Auslander-Reiten sequence in Mod-R if dim, F is infinite. In fact, in this case 
the inequality of cardinals dim,A = dim, F c dim,F’ = dim,( DM)’ implies that 
the pure monomorphism A + (DM)’ cannot be an isomorphism. 
Theorem 10. Let M E nt, be indecomposable. 
( 1) The tensored sequence 
is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in Mod-R provided it does not split. 
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(2) Let 8’ : O-, A + B ---, FR + 0 denote an Auslander-Reiten sequence in nt R. 
If the sequence 2% 8 M does not split, then it is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
m R as well. 
Proof. (1) (Cf. [2, Theorem 3.61.) Since (F’ Or M)R s Horn,@, F)’ s (DM)’ 
by Lemma 6, it is sufficient to show that g Qp 1 : Q ar M --$ M is right almost split, 
equivaiently. that each h E J End,(M) factors through g IQ9 1. Consider the coi+ 
mutative diagram 
Horn&M, (Q & &) Homi’@*) > End,(M) 
% k JJ % 
Hom,(End,(&, Q,?)- Hom,(End,(M),, FR j 
induced by isomorphisms of type $ in Lemma 2. As $(h) is not a split 
epimorphism for /z E J End,(M) (Lemma 3), it factors through g, hence h factors 
through g QD 1. 
(2) In this proof, our principal tool wiii be Theorem 9. Supposing that 
O-, A-, B+ FR+ 0 is an AR-sequence in ntR, there exists a pure monomorph- 
ismcv:A+F’. ‘i‘nen cy Q9 1: (A@, M)R* (F’ 8, M)R s (DM)’ is also pure by 
Lemma 4 and because (DM)’ is indecomposable, (A@, M)R is indecomposable 
as well. Thus %’ @ M is an AR-sequence in nt , . Cl 
Theorem 11. Zf there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence O+ A + B + FR + 0 in 
In,, then the module A has F-dimension one. 
Proof. As in the preceding proof there are pure monomorphisms ar : A+ F’ and 
CX@~:(A@~DA), + F’ @r DA z A’. 0n the other hand, D : m,p ntR being a 
duality, there is an AR-sequence O-3 DF z F+ DB+ DA-0 in nt,, hence a 
pure monomorphism FR + (D ‘A)’ z A”. Using again Theorem 9 we may con- 
clude (A BF DA), s FR, hence dim,A = 1. Cl 
2. Conditions for the existence of an Auslander-Reiten sequence 
O*A*B-,F-,O in m, 
We have shown that if O+ A+ B* F-,0 is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
nt,, then A has to be one-dimensional over F. Thus we may assume that 
A = Rl( Y - a) R for some cy E F. Next we give an explicit description of B. 
Lemma 12. Each non split exact sequence O-, Rl( Y - cu) R f B -% FR * 0 is 
equivalent to an exact sequence 
O- RI(Y - (Y)R :RlYi(Y-a)R-I;F-+O 
where 0 # A E F, u(T) = Y i r, and v is the canonical map. The latter sequence does 
not split if and only if Ag(Y - c&F. 
Proof. Letx=f(i)andyEBwithg(y)=l.Sinceg(yY)=l,Y=O.thereisa 
unique A E F with yY = xh; as B is not semisimple, A # 0. Then the diagram 
O-, Rl( Y - CY)R -I;RIYi(Y-ou)RAF-,O 
II f Lb II 
O-, RI(Y - o)R-RAF-0 
commutes with s(F) = yr, thus s has to be an isomorphism. It is easily seen that u 
splits iff there exists some 0 # p E F with 1 - p Y i E (Y - o)R, i.e. if and only if 
E(Y-c&F. Cl 
All over this section let 
&O+RI(Y-cu)R-l;RIY;(Y-cu)RsF--+O 
denote the sequence in Lemma 12 and V = (Y - a), F. 
Theorem 13. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) % is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in nl,. 
(2) For each 0 # a E R such that (a - 1 e(Y - LY)R for all 5 E F, the corre- 
sponding differential operator a, has a root in A + U. 
If (1) and (2) hold, then F = U $ kh. 
proof. (1) 3 (2) Suppose that 0 # a E R satisfies (a - 1 e( Y - LY)R for all 
SEF. Then h:RI(Y- a)R+ Rla(Y - o)R, h(r) = Z, is a non split mono- 
morphism. Hence, k? being an AR-sequence in tn,, there is a morphism 
h’ : RIYi(Y - o)R* Rla(Y - cu)R with h’u = h. Choosing a representative cE 
R of h’(i), the latter equation means that a - CY i E a( Y - o)R, equivalently 
a(1 + (Y - a)t) = cYi for some tE R. Hence A + (Y- a)t,A is a root of a, in 
A + V. 
(2)+(l) Now let h : RI(Y- cr)R* A4 be a monomorphism into an indecom- 
posable module M E ntR which does not split. We have to prove that h factors 
through u. First we show that we can assume that M = RIa(Y - a)R for some 
0 # a E R and h(r) = Z for all FE R!(Y - o)R. Obviously we can assume that 
A4 = RIbR for some 0 # b E R. Then the unique representative a E R of h(i) with 
deg a < deg b satisfies a( Y - (Y) E bR, Hence a( Y - (Y) = b7 for some 0 Z T E F, 
and we have bR = a( Y - a) R. As h is not split, (a - 1 e( Y - a)R for all 5 E K 
thus a, has a root A + (Y - CY),O E A + U, i.e. there is a t E R with a( A + (Y - 
(Y)u) = tY. Since tYi(Y - a) = a((Y - (Y, I (Y - Q!a(Y - (u)) E a(Y- a)R. we 
can define a morphism h ’ : Rl Y i (Y - c)R+ M by h’(r) =Z, and obviously 
h’u = h. 
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To prove the last assertion, let I_L E F\U and a = Y i E R. Because an equation 
,$a--l=(Y-cu)tfor (EFand tER would lead to p=-(Y-ar)t,pEU, we 
have (a - 1 e( Y - CY)R for all 6 E F. Hence Q, iids a root v = A + u E A + U, 
which means that ( E )’ = 0, i.e. K = z is an element of k. Since A $Z’ U, we have 
~#O,hence~=E=$+EEllcA$U. Cl 
Lemma 14. Let F = U $ kh with A # 0 and v : F-+ kh z k the corresponding 
projection. The operator a,, a E R, has no root in A + U if and only if there is 
Q E F’ with <pa = ?r. 
Proof. We have the following equivalences: 
a, has no root in A + U 
e there exists + E F’ with +(a,U) = 0 and #@,A) ZO 
H there exists + E F’ and 0 # K E k such that $a = TK 
r-4 there exists Q E F’ with QU = n . 
Theorem 15. Let F = U $ kh with A # 0 and w : F-, k the projection. Then the 
folio wing statements are equivalent: 
(1) 8 is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in nt,. 
(2) lf cp E F’, a E R and p E F satisfy the equation cpa = @, then there is y E F 
with ya - p E (Y - CY)R. 
(3) The monomorphism j : RI(Y - CY)R--, F’, j(r) = nr, is pure. 
(4) If a, is injective for a E R, then .a(Y + cu) is surjective. 
The ‘internal’ description (4) is the most advantageous one among these 
properties, since it can be tested in concrete cases (see Section 3). Note that the 
equivalence (1) @ (3) is a special case of Theorem 9, for which we here obtain an 
alternative proof. 
Proof. Since it is obviously sufficient to consider condition (2) only for p # 0, it is 
equivalent to the following condition: 
(2’) If Q E F’ and a E R satisfy Qa = 7r, then there is y E F with ya - 1 E 
(Y - a)R. 
However, the equivalence (1) e (2’) fo!lows immediately from Theorem 13 and 
Lemma 14. 
(2)@(3) Since ~T(Y- a) =0 and, Rl(Y- a)R is simple, the map 
j: RI(Y- cu) R --) F +, j(J) = Tr, is a monomorphism, which is pure iff im j n 
F’a = (Im j)a for all a E R. As each element of Rl( Y - CY)R is represented by an 
element of F, the latter condition is nothing else but (2). 
(1) + (4) Assume that a, is injective for some 0 E R and let 0 # p E F; we have 
to show that there is y E F with y ,a( Y + cy) = p. Since (n@ -I).+. is also injective. 
it has no root in A + U, hence there is y E F with yap-’ - 1 E(Y- cu)R. 
Substituting Y + ey for Y yields ya( Y + cy)p -’ - 1 E YR and y *a( Y + a) = p. 
(4)+ (2) Let cpa = ?rp with rp E F’, a E R and /3 E F. We have to show the 
existence of y E F such that yn - p E (Y - CY)R and may assume that a # 0 and 
p #O. 
We proceed by induction on deg a. The case deg a = 0 being trivial we assume 
deg a > 0. If a, is injective, then *a( Y + a) is surjective, hence there exists ‘J E F 
with y*a(Y + CY) = p and this means ya - p E (Y - (Y)R. If a, is not injective, 
then a,~ = 0 frr sume 0 # q E F, thus there exists b E R with aq = bY. Hence 
<p(U’) = cr(46Y)*5) = (P(a*sS) = T( /3q&) for all 5 E F. The special device 5 = 1 
yields 7r(&)=O, i.e. &EU1 /3v=(Y-cu)+c=l’-(w[for some 5EF. Thus 
for ali 5 E F. Now we have to distinguish two cases. If (Y - cu), is injective, then 
*Y is surjective, hence F’ = F and cpb = - ~5. Since deg b < deg a, the induction 
hypothesis yields y E F with yb + 5 E (Y - (Y)R. Consequently 
yaq-pq=ybY-pq=(yb+j)Y-lY--Pq 
=(yb+l)Y-(Y-cr){E(Y-a)R 
and ya-pE(Y- y)R. If, however, (Y - a), is not injective and 0 # u E F 
satisfies v’ - CYU = 0, then U = vF’ and Ker 7rv = F’. Thus there exists K E k with 
cpb + ?rc = TVK, i.e. <pb = n(VK - 5). Now the induction hypothesis yields y E F 
withyb-(vK--J)E(Y- a) R, and again we can infer yaq - & E (Y - LY)R and 
ya-fE(Y-a)R. q 
A remark concerning the proof of (4) 3 (2) is in order. ‘unfortunateiy we are 
not able to decide whether or not the case that (Y - a>, is injective can really 
happen. As we have seen, this alternative implies F’ = F. To rule out this open 
problem, and also led by our examples we focus our attention on fields with 
F’#F.Now,ifO#v~Fisarootof(Y-(y),,then(Y-~)~=1,Yandwehave 
the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
8:O+R/(Y-cu)R:R/Y;(Y-a)RsF-+O 
t 4 II II 
25” : 0~RIYR 
m 
-RIYfYRLF+O 
where t(r) = ii, m(r) = YXr and n is canonical. We intend to formulate anew our 
existence theorem for an Auslander-Reiten sequence of type 8”. First we prove 
that in the present situation condition (4) possesses a one-sided counterpart. 
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Lemma 16. If 
(1) If a* is 
(I’) If *a is / 
(2) If a, is 
(2’) If *a is 
W. Zirnrnernlarrrl 
F’ # F, the following statements ax equivalent: 
injective for a E R, then *a is surjective. 
injective, then a, is surjective. 
injective, then a, is surjective. 
injective, then *a is surjective. 
proof. The equivalences (1) H ( 1’) and (2) ($ (2’) are shown by switching from a 
to z. 
(1) 3 (2) We prove by induction on deg a, that *a is injective provided that a, 
is injective; then (1’) implies that a, is surjective. Our assertion is obvious if 
deg a = 0. Now let deg a > 0. We assume that *a is not injective and 0 # I_C E F is 
a root of *a; thus there is b E R such that pa = Yb. Since a, is injective, b, is 
injective as well, hence *b is injective by induction hypothesis; furthermore, (1) 
and (1’) imply that *a is surjective and b, is bijective. Hence the assumption 
F’ s F yields the contradiction F = F,pa = F,a = F, Yb = Fib 5 F,b. 
(2)+ (1) This is proved similarly. 0 
Corollary 17. Let F’ # F, 0 # o E F and the exact sequence 
defined by m(t)= Y&t and the canonical map n. Then the foilowing are 
equivalent: 
(1) ti is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in mR. 
(2) F = F’ 03 ko, and if a, is injective for a E R, then a .% is surjective. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 13 and 15 and Lemma 16. Cl 
‘We illustrate Corollary 17 by two examples. Let k be a field of characteristic 0,
F = k(T) the field of rational functions in one variable T, and d/dT the usual 
derivation on F. Then the field of constants is k and dim, F/F’ > 1, since the 
family ( U(K + T))KEk is linearly independent modulo F’. On the other hand, if 
F = k(( T)) is the field of formal Laurent series, then F = F’ $ k - (1 /T) and what 
is more, the second condition of the corollary is valid as a whole (see [9, Section 
31). In the next section we shall represent a class of examples comprising k(( T)), 
all of which satisfy the conditions of the latter corollary. 
Combining Theorems 10 and 11 and Corollary 17 we obtain the following 
global result. 
Corollary 18. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 satisfying 6;’ Z 
fO!loWiiig siaiements are equivalent: 
( 1) For each M E m, there exist Auslander-Reiten 
OjAjB-,M~OandO~M-,C~D~Oinm,. 
F. Then the 
sequences 
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(2) There is an Auslander-Reiten sequence O--, A’ ---, B ’ ---) F-* 0 in III R. 
(3) There is o E F\F’ such that F = F’ @ ko and each injective differential 
operator a *, a E R, is surjective. 
Under these conditions the sequence in (2) is equivalent to the sequence & in 
Corollary 17 and those in (1) are equivalent to d @r M. Moreover, each 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in 111, is not an Auslander-Reiten sequence in Mod-R 
provided that dim,F is infinite. 0 
Concluding this section we record a remarkable byproduct of Theorem 15. 
Corollary 19. In case the equivalent statements of Theorem 15 are valid, then we 
have: 
(1) The pure injective hull of M E m, has the form j,w : M + (Hom,( M, 
RI(Y - LY)R))+. 
(2) The cokernel of j,+, is an injective module. 
Proof. (1) By assumption there exists a pure embedding j : Rl( Y - a) R --) F’. If 
M E 111, is indecomposable and NR = M @r RI(Y + (Y)R, then 
jC3$,,: RI(Y- CY)R@~N-+F+@~N 
is pure as well (Lemma 4). It is easy to verify that the source respectively the 
target of j 8 1, is isomorphic to MR respectively (DN)’ s (Horn, (M, 
RI(Y - (Y) R)‘. Since M is indecomposable, N and (DM)’ are indecoinposable as 
well, thus we have a pure injective hull j,,, : M-+(Hom,(M, RI(Y - a)R))‘. Now 
it is obvious that the pure injective hull of an arbitrary module in m, has the same 
form. 
(2) First we show that 2 = Coker j is injective. To that end let Ra be a 
maximal ideal of R. Then 
j@ 1: RI(Y - a)R@, RIRa-, F’ 8, RlRa 
is a monomorphism and 
F’ @Jr? RlRa z Hom,(Hom,(RIRa, RF), k) . 
If RlRa z RF, then 
RI(Y - a)R@~RIRa~F/(Y- cu),F% 
and F’ BR RlRa z k, thus j 8 1 is an isomorphism. On the +- hand, if ” a*‘U. 
RIRa Z RF, then F’ @, RIRa = 0. In any case Z@, WRa = 0. i.e. Z = Za. Since 
each element of R is a product of elements which generate a maximal left ideal, Z 
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is divisible, thus injective. To show the assertion for M, it is sufficient to prove 
that (2 OF AQR is injective for an injective module 2, and M E N,. However, 
this is a consequence of the isomorphism 
Hom,(-, (28, M)R) s HomR(Hom,(M, -)R, 2,) 
recorded in Lemma 2. 0 
If, in addition, we assume F’ # F in Corollary 19, theu we can choose (Y = 0, 
hence there is a pure injective hull jni : M+(DM)* for each ME nt, and the 
cokernel of j,,, is injective. 
3. A class of examples 
In this section we present a construction of differential fields (F, ‘) having the 
following properties: 
(i) F = F’ @k, where k denotes the field of constants. 
(ii) Each injective differential operator a,, a E R, is surjective. 
To that end let k be a field whose additive group contains a linearly ordered 
subgroup r; this forces the characteristic of k to be 0. Let F = k((T)) denote the 
set of all 5 = (S,),,, E kr having well ordered support s( 5) = { y E r 1 &, # O}. It 
is well known that F is a field if the sum of two elements is defined in the obvious 
way and if the product of 5 = (S,),,, and y = (QyEr in F is given by 
(see for inctance [3, p. 2071; the fact that each non zero element of F is invertible 
will also be a corollary of our Lemma 21). As it is usual we shall write the 
elements 5 = ( &JyET of F as power series 5 = c yET tyX”. There exists a valua- 
tion u : F-r U {+a}, namely u( 5) = min s( 5) for 6 #0 and u(0) = +W Fur- 
thermore, F carries a derivation, given by 
obviously, the corresponding field of constants is k. As 
c tyxy =( c t tyxy)‘, 
YfO YfO 
F’ is the set of all 5 = c, syXy E F such that to = 0, hence F = F’ @ k. Thus, 
property (i) is settled for (F, ‘). 
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It is more difficult to show property (ii). First we need a formula describing the 
coefficients of a,_ as linear functions of the coefficients of 5. Let 
with ak = 
YEAI; YEC 
where A, = s(ak) and C = s(t). The kth derivation of 5 is t(k) = &,- yk&,Xy, 
hence the rth component of a, 8 equals 
k=O 6EAk 
%fO y-SEC 
In order to simplify this expression, let v = min{v(cw,) 105 k 5 n} and I = 
{k(Olkln, cu,#Oand v=v(cu,)}. Then 
(ad), = 2 akviY - v>kty-, + Pyiity-,),-,,,,,>,,) 
kEI 
= 4iY - v>s,-” + Pyii &-pi, -pEC.p:.“) * 
where q(T) = c akvTk E k[ T] is a non zero polynomial of degree sn and the 
kEI 
second summand a linear function of ( &P)Y_PEC,P,V. 
Lemma 20. If 0 # 8 E F satisfies q(v( 0) # 0, then v(a,.) = v( 8) + v. 
Proof. We have (a.+..)V~Ej+V = q(v(S))&,,, # 0 and (a,& = 0 for Y < v(S) + v. 
c1 
Lemma 21 a 1;et 7 E F such that q( y ) # 0 for all y E r, y > j? Then the equation 
a.& = q possesses a solution 5 E F with v( 5) > 7 for ail q E F with v(q) > 7 + v. 
Since any constant 0 # a E F satisfies the assumption of this lemma, it yields in 
particular that F is a field. In fact, to prove it we shall use a modification of the 
argument that F is a field in I-Iausdorff’s classic Grundziige der MengenZehre [3, p. 
2071. 
Proof. By considering X-“a and X-“q instead of a and q, we can assume that 
v = 0. So let v = 0 and 0 # q E F with v(q) > 7. We assume that a,6 Z T for ail 
5 E F with v( 5) > f and denote by S the set of all v(a,< - q), where v( 6) > 7. 
We have to distinguish two cases. 
(a) S possesses a largest element 6 = v(a,g - v). Since v(a) > 7, q(v(a)) $0, 
thus v(a,a) = v(a) and S =v(a,a-7+-min{v(a,~),v(~)}>y”. Let 6:= 
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CT- Ksq(6)-1Xs, where K~ #0 la the lowest coefficient of a,a - 71. Then u(6) > 7, 
hence ~(a,6 - 17) E S. Because q(S) is the lowest coefficient of a,XS we obtain 
the contradiction u(a,c?: - 9) > 6. 
(b) S possesses no largest element. In this case, let T be the set of all y E r, 
y > 7, for which there exists y * E S with y < y *. We need the following fact: If 
7 E T and 8, , & E F are different elements satisfying u( &) > T and T < u(a& - 
q), i = 1,2, then u( & - 52) = ~((a.&, - 77) - (a& - q)) > T, thus &, = &. There- 
fore, we can define h E F by A, = 5, for 7 E T, where r E F is some element with 
u(t)>? and ~<u(a,.-q), and A, = 0 for y E r\ T. We skip the easy proof 
that s(A) is well ordered. Obviously u(A) > 7, thus 6 = u(a,A - q) E S. Because 
there is no largest element in S, there exists i E F with u(i) > 7 and S < 
u(a,,i - ‘17). By construction of A we have &, = A6 ; on the other ban 
u((a,i - 77) - (a, A - 7)) = S, thus we have the contradiction & # A,. Cl 
Theorem 22. Let 0 # a E R and q E k[ T] be the previously defined 
Then the following state.werzts are equivalent: 
(1) a, h injective. 
(2) TIze equation a,6 = 7 is uniquely solvable in F for all ‘I E F. 
(3) q has no root in r. 
Proof. As in the preceding proof we may assume that v = 0. 
(1) + (3) Suppose that 4 has a root in r. Then 4 has a largest root, say p E r, 
henceu(a,XP)>p.Sinceq(y)f0forally>p,thereis5EFwithu(5)>pand 
a, 6 = a*Xp (Lemma 21). As 5 # Xp, the latter equation contradicts (1). 
(3) + (1) In case a, is not injective and 0 # 5 E F is a root of a,, y = u( &), 
then 0 = (a,.), = q(r)&, hence q(y) = 0. 
The implication (3) 3 (2) is a consequence of Lemma 21 and the implication 
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